question. Identification success ranges from excellent over
local exchanges to abysmal on long-distance
Once a caller is identified, the cohersation takes a
different path; the caller is greeted by name, played a
personal outgoing recording, and told "If you'd like to
leave a (another) message, I'll record it now. Otherwise
just hang up and I'D tell him you called (again)." The
owner may call in, hear the message, and record a new
outgoing recording for this caller, making a dialog possible
even though the parties never speak to each other directly.
111. THE GRAPHICAL INTERFACE

A theme behind the graphicd interface to recording,
message retrieval, and call initiation functions is to provide
a consistent and unified means of access to a complete
telecommunications system. The Phone Slave differs from
the latest generation of teleternzin~ls~.~
in several important aspects. The first is the above-described audio
message taking component, which imparts a new role to
the terminal and requires a specialized access method. The
second is the use of color, both as a subcarrier of information and as a means of making interaction more
pleasing to the eye. Finally, the integrated system is seen as
a part of a personal computer, which may be used for a
variety of other, perhaps unrelated, audio or graphical
tasks, rather than just a terminal with special telephony
functions.
Graphic access to telecommunications functions is
organized around a series of screen images, each serving to
control a thematicalIy related subset of tasks. Display is via
a color monitor, with a transparent touch-sensitive surface
attached to the surface of the CRT.4
A conventional NNTSC display was chosen to highlight
the consumer-electronics potential for common displays
and home computers. To accommodate this medium,
some constraints were placed an the graphics: text is
displayed using grayscale fonts, 6*9 action occurs within
television safe areas, highly saturated colors are avoided,
and both horizontal and vertical lines are constrained to
minimum widths greater than one pixel to eliminate
flicker.
Several important design criteria were successfully
incorporated in this interface. Immediate audio and/or
graphical feedback is provided in response to any touch
input. While performing any function, the system can
always be interrupted by the user touching another item on
the screen. Text and voice messages are accessed through
identical control functions; the distinction between
message types is transparent to the user. Simple graphical
symbols are used throughout for function icons and data
presentation.
Each screen image provides a consistent subset of
functions, i.e., dialing, directory, or message access; icons
allow a change to any of the other screens. To maintain
consistency, when use of one screen causes a shift in
function, an appropriate screen appears for the new
transaction. This new screen may, however, be primed for

its task by the source screen. For example, 'while flipping
through the electronic Rolodex one may touch the handset
icon for some directory entry, which brings up the keypad
screen, takes the phone off-hook, and generates touchtones. As the keypad screen appears, the person's name,
location, and local time are displayed.

IV. m S S A G E ACCESS
Access to both incoming and outgoing messages is the
domain of several message screens. The incoming message
screen summarizes both voice and electronic mail activity,
and would ordinarily be displayed on return t o one's desk.
Each row represents a message, and each column a
message fragment, Le., the caller's reply to one of the
answering machine's queries. Colored bars appearing in
this matrix indicate the presence and length of associated
recordings, color indicates the current message and which
messages have already been heard (Fig. 1). A name in the
cailer column identified callers who were recognized from
voice recognition or mail header fields. Multiple voice or
mail messages from the same caller are grouped into
contiguous sequences, as subsequent calls usually have
common subject matter.
Icons across the bottom of the screen provide access to
other function screens. Touching the directory icon, for
example, brings up the Rolodex screen with the currently
active person's card on top. The telephone handset causes
a switch t o a dial screen with touch keypad. Other functions include pause/continue (a sound is repeated simply
by touching it again) and delete message.
Touching a heading plays all the message segments
associated with that particular row or column; this can be
used, for example, to find out the subject of all the calls
(Fig. 2). Similarly, touching the bar in any message box
plays that message segment; while playing, the bar changes
color in sound sync and on completion becomes gray to
indicate that it has been heard.
A text message may be identified by the presence of a
text label in the subject field; this is extracted from the

FIG. I. Message Screen. Incoming messages, represented by colored
bars, are presented for voice or text retrieval. Callers identified by voice
recognition are named. Icons across the bottom are riiectory screen
transition, dial screen transition, cleiete message, and pause/continue.

I

Directory Screen. A Rolodex directory allows touch acceis to
aIphabetized cards, caller information and personalized messages, and
the other function screens.
FIG. 4.

FIG. 2. Message
- Access. All messages
- are touch accesses: <he column
heading plays all relevant segments, the message bar plays a particular
segment.

FIG. 5 . Outgoing Message Card. Pre-recorded default messages may be
selected or new messages recorded.
FIG. 3. Electronic Mail. A selected text message is displayed in a
window; the dog-eared C O T W r is touched to view the next page.

heading of incoming electronic mail. When viewed, text is
typeset in a grayscale font in a window on the right side of
the screen, while the rest of the screen fades (Fig. 3). Long
text messages can be paged through by touching the page
corners. When accessed remotely by voice, this message
would instead be played by the text-to-speech speech
synthe~izer.~
V. DIRECTORY
Both calling and creation of personal recordings may be
done througb a directory screen (Fig. 4). This screen is
based on a Rolodex metaphor; cards bear names, addresses, and phone numbers. A portion of the alphabet
may be selected by touching the index tab at the tap of the
cards. An individual person's card can be accessed by
touching her name at the top, causing the cards that are
obscuring it to be removed.
Each card shows the person's name, the date they last
called, their electronic mail address, and has fields for both
home and work numbers. Of these numbers, one is
highlighted in red, depending on time of day based an their
area code, and can be auto-dialed by simply touching the
handset icon on the top of the card. A card may also have a

red message: bar, indicating the presence of a personal
outgoing message; if touched, that message will play. The
tape recorder icon on the upper right of the card allows
recording of a new personal outgoing message.
When a known caller is identified, she can receive
several possible classes of recordings from the owner. A
three-level hierarchy is associated with these recordings;
the highest Ievel is a personal message for a specific caller.
The next level is a mailing list or aggregation of people;
any group member will receive the current recording for
that list if they have no personal outgoing message
pending. These messages are recorded or selected from
special group cards that appear at the front of the
Rolodex.
The lowest level and most general type of recording is
the currently seIected default message. This can be chosen
from a predefined list by touching it on its Rolodex card
(Fig. 5). The generic message m y be recorded at any time,
either locally with the touch screen or remotely over the
phone.
VI.

DIALING FUNCTIONS

The Phone Slave permits did-by-name wherever
possibIe, although conventional did-by-number is also

munication tasks. The conversational answering machine
is surprisingly effective at gathering coherent messages.
The touch-screen responsiveness and effective NTSC
display resolution suggest a variety of consumer applications. The graphical interface design philosophy
provides a cogent framework for future application of
personal computers to communications for both home and
business environments.

VIII.

FIG. 6. Keypad Screen. The number on the card is dialed by taking the
phoneoff-hook with a touch.

supported. Outgoing calls are placed using a keypad
screen. The phone is taken off-hook by touching the
handset which then raises and changes color. Numbers are
pressed digit-by-digit, as on a normal keypad; a backspace
button has been added for correction, and the number is
not actually dialed until all digits have been entered. If a
long-distance call is placed, both the name and local time
of the called area are displayed. The user hangs up by
touching the raised handset icon (Fig. 6).
More likely, one will have entered the keypad screen by
replying to a message from an identified caller or through
the Rolodex directory. In this case, the call is placed
automatically with the recipient's name and status of any
pending recordings displayed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The Phone Slave successfully demonstrates unified voice
and nesture interaction with a diverse ranae of telecom-
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